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Turning on and weighing without tare:
1. Place the scale on a stable horizontal base.
2. Turn on the scale by pressing " ON/OFF ".
3. If there is any information on the display, press "ZERO ".
4. Start weighing.
 Weighing with tare:
5. Place a container on the scale and press  " TARE".
6. Start weighing..
7. Turn off tare by pressing “TARE” when the platform is empty.
Accumulating:
8. Place the product on the platform and press “M+”
9. Weigh the next product and press “M+”
10. When all desired products are weighed press “MR”.

The display shows first the nuber of weighes and then the sum of the weights.
11. Press “MC” (two buttons (“MR+TARE”) to reset the memory.

Always place an object onto the scale gently.
Never drop any object onto the platform!
Excessive force may cause damages to the scale.

Turning off the battery-saving function:
12. Keep" TARE " pressed down and turn on the scale.
13. Press " TARE " until F4 is shown on the display.
14. Press " MODE " once.

( 4_oFF is shown on the display.  4_oFF = the scale goes off after 4 minutes).
15. Press " MODE " again.

( 0_oFF is shown on the display. 0_oFF = continuous use )
16. Save by pressing “TARE”
17. Finnish and return to normal function by pressing “ZERO”.
Reseting the scale:
18. Turn off the scale and turn on again using the “ON/OFF” button
Automatic tare:
19. Keep " TARE " pressed for 5 seconds to switch the function on and off.

Capacity of the scale
APM 30-10 30 kg
APM 60-20 60 kg

Do not exceed the capacity

Cleaning:
- Clean with a soft and damp cloth. If 

necessary, apply a mild detergent.
- Do not use any harsh, abrasive material, 

acetone, volatile solvent, thinner 
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